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Open Educational Resources are learning materials that are free, public, and shared under licenses that allow people to copy, translate, adapt, and share with others.
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   Description: All modules in Connexions are available under the following license:
   Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License [http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/]

   Notes: From OERCommons.org
   Description: Shared under various open licenses.

   Notes: Found using Merlot.org advanced search to filter for Creative Commons licenses
   Description: Assorted open licenses

   Notes: Found using http://www.ocwconsortium.org/courses/
   Description: Various open licenses

5. National Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning, Electrical Engineering, Courses (over 50) [http://nptel.iitm.ac.in/courses.php?disciplineId=108]
   Description: License: Creative Commons Attribution- Noncommercial Share Alike 3.0 [http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/]
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